Members of the INTERNATIONAL CHAMPION Minnesota Adult FPS team (L to R): Bangaly Kaba, Ms. Hermanson, Ms. Doyle, Ms. Campbell (on screen)

Scan here to learn about Eagle FPS/CmPS

Cool way to include virtual participants!
Members of the FIRST EVER Adult GIPS team from Minnesota competed at the International Future Problem Solving Conference from June 8-12, 2022.

ANTIBIOTIC RESISTANCE was the topic for the competition.

WHAT?? We made the finals??

PRESENTATION of ACTION PLAN: Create a skit with your Action Plan from written booklet
This is the 10th YEAR IN A ROW that Eagle FPS/CmPS has competed at the international FPS Conference. AMAZING!! Bangaly & all team members wish to thank everyone for their support and encouragement!

A special shout out to LEAF for their unwavering support!